Special Sale of Remaining Cartographic books of Ian O'Brien
Available from Hon Sec. Prices include UK postage.

This is a national atlas in format, covering city plans, Indian settlements, economy and religion, as well as that most regrettable war. Splendidly produced. At over 3kg, the price assumes delivery by Hermes. £15

A classic work, attractively produced in landscape format. £5

This is an account of French cartographic terms, giving some foreign equivalents, and going on to examine how particular features have been shown on maps from the 16th to the 18th centuries. There is some fascinating material, including photographic extracts from a 15th c. illustrated MS explaining geographical terms like *hermitage*. £8

Don't be put off by the Catalan title (not something many of us have on our shelves): the text is in English. An authoritative and readable account. £8

Euro Atlas, *Turkey*, 1:800 000. 50pp of road maps at 1:800k, plus overall historical and administrative maps, and index.
Includes about a quarter of northern Syria, along with Cyprus! £2.50

Not a light read, but as a source of (pre-1960) material on the cartography of (say) the individual German states, this is indispensable. £4.

Preprint from the Geographical Journal. 14pp in card covers. £2

A national atlas with 21 maps covering different aspects. £6.


Primarily lists of mapmakers, with biographical details and a catalogue of what each produced. £10 together.

A series of essays on a leading map-publisher, produced to accompany an exhibition at the Stadtmuseum. Less than 60pp are devoted to the catalogue of the exhibits. £9
A classified bibliography, written from a US perspective. So one can look up a topic like Land Utilization Mapping, and find that, apart from one Polish textbook, all the listed sources are British, but for History of Map Reproduction both books are American. £5

This definitive account of the German cartographer was produced to accompany a centenary exhibition at the Berlin Staatsbibliothek. Some 80pp of essays are followed by catalogues of his maps, atlases, surviving correspondence, etc. £6

Aimed at a wide readership. £2.50

How do you decide what name to use for a place in a foreign country? This tells you what the authoritative lists of names are. Or were. These days one would probably not go to a Taiwan source for names in Mongolia! But to understand the decisions made in producing maps of that era, this is the book you need, being the definitive UN guide. £8

Lavishly produced under the aegis of Baden-Württemberg's Kommission für Geschichtliche Landeskunde. £12.

A publication with some distinguished academic contributors aimed at a semi-popular market. £5.

Biography of a cartographer with the Confederate forces. £6

A standard work. Over half of it consists of a biographical dictionary of map-makers. £10

A biography of a South African geodesist, based on rather scanty information. £4.

Touring Club Italiano, *Atlante Stradale d'Italia. Centro and Sud* volumes covering from La Spezia to Sicily at 1:200,000. 1980.
TCI had the reputation of producing the most reliable road maps. With other products one might commit to a route and find it involved 20 miles of untarred road. So these volumes offer a good picture of the roads of most of Italy as they were in 1980. £6 together.

Detailed guide on conservation of globes and maps, including maps on linen. Some of the techniques may no longer be considered best practice, but those who have maps that were conserved 50 years ago may find it useful to know what techniques might have been used on them. £4
This unusually detailed catalogue describes the area covered by each map, as well as drawing attention to unusual features, such as shaded contours on a map of 1827. £2

Part of a series, *Les atlas jeune afrique*, with Dutch cartography and much academic and official input. £4.50

This is a map-publisher’s own dictionary of (German) cartographic terms with some quite long entries. £4